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          9 September 2015 
 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR: The Honorable John McCain, (AZ), Chairman Senate Armed Services 
Committee (SASC) 
 
SUBJECT: COMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF US ARMY BRIGADE-BASED FORCE AND 
ALTERNATIVE FORCE DESIGN, RECONNAISSANCE STRIKE GROUP (RSG) IN BALTIC WARFIGHTING 
SCENARIO. 

SIMULATION RESULTS: In 5 Days of simulated combat against Russian Independent Brigades 
(23,000 troops) the Combat Power Builder and Combat Calculator, (CBCC), modeled four 
scenarios. The paper presents the results, as well as, a briefing and CD with simulation data and 
backup slides.  
 

1. Baltic Scenario 1:   
BLUE FORCE DEFENDS: 24,000 US Troops (1) SBCT, (2) ABCTs plus Artillery, Attack 

Helicopter, and Support Brigades.  
OUTCOME: Red 80% defeats Blue 57%,  

2. Baltic Scenario 2:   
BLUE FORCE DEFENDS: 28,500 US Troops (1) SBCT, (3) ABCTs plus Artillery, Attack 

Helicopter and Support Brigades.  
OUTCOME: Red 79% defeats Blue 59%, 

3. Baltic Scenario 3:   
BLUE FORCE DEFENDS: 11-12,000 US Troops in (2) RSGs.  
OUTCOME: Blue 79% defeats RED 59%,  

2. Baltic Scenario 4:   
BLUE FORCE DEFENDS: 5,500-6,000 US Troops in (1) RSG 
OUTCOME:  Blue 73% defeats RED 69%,  

 
BACKGROUND. Open-ended down-sizing of the U.S. Army has ignored how the Army’s shrinking 
fighting force equipped with current technology will perform in a dangerous “come as you are” 
warfighting scenario. No Fortune Five Hundred Firm in the world would do what the U.S. Army 
has done: Reduce its work force by a third without carefully reorganizing the corporation to 
include its overhead; keeping one eye on the current market and the other on future business. 
As a result, today’s Army is much less capable. Given the trend lines in Eastern Europe, Asia and 
the Middle East, this outcome is antithetical to the security interests of the American People. 
The Reconnaissance Strike Group (RSG) is a critical first step in the process of extracting more 
ready, deployable combat power from existing numbers of soldiers in the U.S. Army.  
 
The world has changed dramatically since Army Forces were defeated on the Korean Peninsula 
in 1950.1 In the 21st Century, if Americans lose the first fight on the Eurasian landmass, 
Americans may not have the luxury of fighting a second time. If the U.S. Army cannot rapidly 
respond in a future crisis with superior lethality to a Russian military build-up, the loss of the 
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Baltic Littoral or Western Ukraine to Russian ground forces would be difficult, if not impossible 
to reverse. Washington would confront the choice of conducting a humiliating withdrawal or 
fighting a costly war to redeem its honor.2 No amount of American aerospace and maritime 
power short of a nuclear strike that no one wants would rescue the U.S. and its allies from this 
strategic dilemma. There is only one solution: a powerful standing, professional U.S. Army 
organized, trained and equipped to integrate seamlessly with America’s growing arsenal of 
“Strike,” and ISR capabilities. 3 
 
The temptation to think the addition of some rocket artillery, tanks and automatic cannon to 
the Marine Corps’ light infantry-centric force structure can substitute for a powerful, standing 
army is ill-advised.4 In the maritime domain, the Marines are unmatched. However, fighting 
that involves a peer, or near-peer opponents in Europe, the greater Middle East, or on the 
Asian mainland demands powerful Army ground forces.  
 
ALTERNATIVE FORCE DESIGN. The RSG is a design that integrates existing technology inside a 
new organizational construct. The RSG is the start point for full spectrum rapid prototyping of 
the operational capability including technology, human capital and the organizational construct. 
This form of rapid prototyping mitigates risk, saves money and, eventually, speeds up delivery 
to the force by leveraging a mature, state-of-the art platform. The goal is more combat power 
at lower procurement and life cycle costs. 
 
Unlike brigade combat team (BCTs), the 5,500-6,000 Soldier RSG is designed to punch above its 
weight, mobilizing fighting power disproportionate to its size. It is commanded by a brigadier 
general with a Colonel as Chief of Staff and staff officers that are lieutenant colonels. The RSG 
reports directly to the Joint Force Commander or JTF CDR without intermediate division 
headquarters. In contrast to BCTs, the RSG is equipped with the organic sustainment, C4ISR, 
firepower, protection and mobility to operate independently inside a JTF. The distance from the 
Polish border to the Dnieper River in Ukraine is 400 miles. The RSG is structured to conquer this 
operational distance under fire without running out of fuel, repair parts or ammunition. 
 
SIMULATION MODEL. CBCC is an easy to use ‘first order’ method to compare force design and 
actions at brigade or division levels in experimental, classroom, or field settings. The CBCC uses 
open source data to compute platform combat values, then, groups them into units. Opposing 
units are placed in 2—4 sectors where environmental and operational factors modify combat 
values to produce force ratios. The CBCC computes and displays losses in action (Offense or 
Defense) for 5—7 days, letting the user visualize the battle and draw or refine conclusions for 
more study.5 Back-up Slides in the RSG briefing contain charts with supporting CBCC data.  
 
According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) the PUMA offers the U.S. Army the greatest 
increase in capability per dollar invested, regardless of the metric used. CBO’s report is the 
rationale for the use of the PUMA with 1,003 HP engine as the common platform for the RSG.6 
Puma is already fielded and in production. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: Based on these results, the Chairman and members of the Senate Armed 
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Services Committee are urged to do the following: 
1. Direct the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs to examine the proposed RSG in simulation using 

a current, “high fidelity” warfighting scenario. Ask for a report from the CJCS in 90 days. 
2. Direct the CJCS to evaluate the potential for U.S.—German Military-Industrial 

Cooperation to stand up a PUMA-equipped RSG inside the U.S. and German Armies, as 
well as, production of the PUMA chassis on U.S. soil. 

 
 
Respectfully,  

 

        ORIGINAL SIGNED 

 
Douglas Macgregor 
Colonel (ret), US Army, PhD 
EVP BMG, LLC 

Distribution:  

McCain, John (AZ) , Chairman    Reed, Jack (RI), Ranking Member 
Inhofe, James M. (OK)     Nelson, Bill (FL) 
Sessions, Jeff (AL)      McCaskill, Claire (MO) 
Wicker, Roger F. (MS)     Manchin, Joe (WV) 
Ayotte, Kelly (NH)      Shaheen, Jeanne (NH) 
Fischer, Deb (NE)      Gillibrand, Kirsten E. (NY) 
Cotton, Tom (AR)      Blumenthal, Richard (CT) 
Rounds, Mike (SD)      Donnelly, Joe (IN) 
Ernst, Joni (IA)      Hirono, Mazie K. (HI) 
Tillis, Thom (NC)      Kaine, Tim (VA) 
Sullivan, Dan (AK)      King, Angus S. (ME) 
Lee, Mike (UT)      Heinrich, Martin (NM) 
Graham, Lindsey (SC)  
Cruz, Ted (TX) 
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